Governance,
Innovation & Risk
Management

Unleashing your potential to
thrive in the digital economy.

Solutions & Bespoke Services

Brochure
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Hello!
We welcome you to our socially-inspired,
tech-driven consulting practice.

Leveraging technology to drive commercially
sustainable social impact.
We are a boutique consulting practice dedicated to supporting
leaders and organisations integrate strategy, innovation and risk
management to deliver responsible growth.
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Our
Solutions

Turnkey Solutions
We offer fully considered solutions
and services which we are able to
execute in real-time.

Sustainable Growth
We are a performance-driven team
that defines and tracks measurable
value that demonstrates progress
and success.

First Principles
Our approach to problem-solving
is questioning everything until we
reduce the problem to its most
basic truth.

Why us?
We exist to solve the world’s
most complex problems by doing
the hard things.

Turnkey Solutions

Governance, Risk & Compliance
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Leverage Integrated GRC Platform to Manage and Mitigate Risk

IT & Cyber
Security Risk

Enterprise &
Operational Risk

Identify and respond to
threats and collaborate across
data, processes, risk, and
control owners.

Multi-dimensional risk view
across processes on digital,
enterprise, and operational
risk.

Vendor Risk
Management

Audit Management

Bridge the gaps in monitoring
external stakeholders and
the potential risk to your
business.

Eliminate the static nature of
internal audit management.
Leverage Athena AI and RPA
Technology to help prioritize
action and execute previously
manual tasks.

Incident
Management

Policy Management

Streamlining of breach
investigation, incident
visibility, and issue
management across
stakeholders.

Identify gaps that could
lead to liabilities | Track
policy versions and history |
Assign and identify authors,
reviewers, and approvers for
policy collaboration.

Turnkey Solutions
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Business Continuity Management

Ensure that Every Day is ‘Business as Usual’ by Identifying and Planning
Against Cyber Risks and Crises

Identify
your Critical
Infrastructure

Assess and
Calculate Business
Impact

Prioritise control application
and supporting disaster
recovery efforts aligned to
your most essential assets.

Execute and distribute BIAs
to understand the effect a
compromised asset would
have on your organisation.

Design Plans for
Any Scenario

Test and Execute
Response

Model response plans after
leading frameworks including
NIST and SANS to prepare
documented guidelines.

Collaborate with all necessary
stakeholders to engage
and counteract business
disruptions.

Turnkey Solutions

Privacy Programme Management
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Operationalise Global Privacy Compliance with Powerful Automation Tools
to Streamline your Privacy Programme

Assessment
Automation
Privacy impact assessment
(PIA & DPIA) automation to
efficiently achieve privacy
by design.

Privacy Rights
Workflow automation of
consumer rights and data
subject access, deletion, or
port requests.

Data Mapping
Data life cycle visualisation
across IT systems and
processing activities to
maintain evergreen data
inventory.

Targeted Data
Discovery
Automation of manual
tasks required for data
discovery and deletion for
consumer rights.

Vendor Risk
Management

Privacy Incident
Response

Third-party risk management
life cycle from vendor onboarding, risk mitigation, and
off-boarding.

Context-aware automated
workflows to respond to
incidents and enhance
decision making.

Turnkey Solutions
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Privacy Programme Management (cont.)
Privacy Policy &
Notice
Simplify creating,
updating, and monitoring
privacy policies and
notices across websites.

Far and away the best
prize that life offers is the
chance to work hard at
work worth doing.
- Theodore Roosevelt

Consent & Preference Management
Deliver Personalised Campaigns while Respecting Consumer Privacy

Cookie Compliance

Mobile App
Consent

Scan websites and generate
consent banner and
preference centre.

Scan mobile apps to detect
where data is going and
manage require consent.

OTT Consent

Preference
Management

Capture and centrally store
consent and preference
records from collection points
across OTT devices.

Dynamic preference canters
to give users more control and
sync across marketing tools.
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Consent & Preference Management (cont.)

Universal
Compliance

Consumer Rights
Requests

Seamlessly integrate into
existing consent collection
workflows with central user
consent record.

Automate the full lifecycle
from intake to fulfilment to
reporting.
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Bespoke
Services
Risk Advisory
Integrate Strategy, Innovation and Risk Management to Deliver

Board Advisory
We support business leaders
to further understand their
corporate governance
responsibilities and improve
their performance and
governance standards.

Mobile App
Consent
We enable business leaders
to have visibility of the
transformation programmes
they are accountable for,
increasing their confidence
and certainty of achieving
desired outcomes.

Technology Risk
Management
We empower business leaders
to steer their companies
towards resilience and value
creation by embedding
technology risk capabilities.

The way to get started
is to quit talking and
begin doing.
- Walt Disney
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Tech Consulting
Drive Digital Transformation with Platform Strategies
Our end-to-end outcome-driven approach ensures we create long-lasting
impact for our clients and their customers.
We develop practical solutions that will be launched and scaled at speed.

Process & Technology Analysis
Unlock Value through Intelligent Automation
We clarify solution requirements and its fit for purpose by engaging and collaborating
with business stakeholders, optimize processes and translate the business landscape into a
technology roadmap for your tech team.
Speaking both business and tech language is not for everyone, at Nybble we have a team
of Business Analysis consultants that have a strong background in software development
while leveraging their business consulting experience, thus enabling us to be your true for a
partner to deliver customer value creation, improved efficiency and effectiveness.

Deliverables
- Business Requirements
- Product Feature Roadmaps
- Product Storyboards
- Functional Requirements
- User Stories
- Software Technical Documentation
(ERDs/Component Maps/ API specs)

“Simplicity is about
subtracting the obvious and
adding the meaningful.”
- John Maeda
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About Us
Make an Impact that Matters

Our Belief

Our Purpose

We believe that ordinary people with extra
ordinary vision and passion can change the

Leverage technology to drive commercially

world for the better.

sustainable social impact.

Our Vision
To see the world with big opportunities where
the benefits of an ever-growing economy will
extend to all segments of society.

Inclusive & Sustainable Growth
Our desire to make a positive and enduring
impact every day requires that we consider
the underserved and excluded and
challenge ourselves to deliver solutions
that matter most.

Contact Us

W17 – 10th Floor
16 Baker Street
Rosebank 2196
SOUTH AFRICA
info@nybble.africa
www.nybble.africa
(+27) 79 966 9939 or (+27) 83 265 1709

An inclusive world is possible.
Let’s build together.

